SECTION 4
STAYING ON TRACK

Since 2008 when the chapter was established
we have had two staff meetings. These
meetings were held to take stock of how we
were doing as chapter and to determine what
changes we needed to make to our operating
procedures. The following pages contain
summaries of both staff meetings. We are
scheduled to have our next staff meeting early
in 2012.

Summary of Actions Taken At
NC-X Staff Meeting
25 October 2008

ITEM 1: Ground Rules for Meeting
The ground rules for the meeting were as follows:
a. Stick to Agenda
b. Don’t interrupt anyone talking
c. If you disagree with something, no facial expressions of dislike
d. If discussion continues too long and is repetitive facilitator will signal
by holding up A picture of dead horse which will bring discussion back on track
e. Any unresolved issues will be put in a parking lot for further discussion

ITEM 2: Status/Health of NC-X
It was agreed that the chapter is in good shape with 53 members. If
membership increases and/or many more people attend the monthly
gatherings we may need to look for a new location with a larger meeting area.

ITEM 3: Financial Report
The chapter has money and has met expenses to date.

ITEM 4: Chapter Newsletter

Articles for the newsletter should be to the newsletter editor by the 15th of each
month. The newsletter will be published on the 20th of each month. The
Chapter members will be encouraged to submit articles for the newsletter. An
article from the CD, ACD, and Chapter Educator are required each month. Rosy
should submit information on upcoming Chapter rides.

ITEM 5: Rider Education
The Rider Educator reported that there are a growing number of chapter
members involved in rider education such as the recent Road Captain’s class.
He is looking into scheduling an Experienced Rider Course for the Chapter as
well as some parking lot practice. Jenny Fix (ACD) agreed to look into using the
parking lot at her Church. Mary Ann will see if the parking lot at her company
APU is available. It was noted that a chapter member, David Mazurek teaches
MSF courses. Paul will contact him to determine if he can also teach ERC. He
will also look into the NC State Trooper experienced riding course. Paul noted
that getting paperwork back from the Region and National is very slow. He
noted there seems to be some confusion regarding rider education courses
among the chapters. Bob said he would talk to the District Director to find out
the correct interpretation of GWRRA rider education policies.
ITEM 6: Web Page
The web page is up and needs input. JC Haynes plans on updating the web page
weekly. He requested that people send him documents in Microsoft word,
photos, and a chapter calendar. As a related issue it was mentioned that the
District Website lists NC-X as part of Eastern region and it should be “Central”.
Bob to get that changed.

ITEM 7: What have we done well?
KICK-OFF was a great success-- Lots of chapter member involvement and a lot of
fun. NC-X had 26 chapter members at Wings over the Smokies this year. We
have grown and continue to grow. Rosy suggested that the Chapter get some
free advertisement on the News 14 Carolina bulletin board. Rosy will look into
this.

ITEM 8: What can we do better?
Recruit more members, get more members engaged in activities, appoint a Chapter Couple,
establish an award for “The Member of the Year”, have sign-in sheets at a table near the
entrance to the meeting, divide up the work at the meetings among the CD’s and ACD’s,
establish a visit-another-chapter
ITEM 8: What can we do better?
Recruit more members, get more members engaged in activities, appoint a
Chapter Couple, establish an award for “The Member of the Year”, have sign-in
sheets at a table near the entrance to the meeting, divide up the work at the
meetings among the CD’s and ACD’s, establish a visit-another-chapter program,
set up a horizon’s program and/or new member course to help explain to newer
members what GWRRA is all about. In Feb/March 2009 Fred Haynes, Dorothy,
Bob will teach a horizon’s program. Fred is working the details.

ITEM 9: Chapter Officer/Staff Positions
Bob announced that effective 1 November 2008, Rich and Jenny Fix will become
Assistant Chapter Directors. Bob asked each member of the staff to be on the
lookout for someone to replace them in their position. Staying too long in a
position is not healthy for the growth of the chapter. We are on the look-out
for a Chapter Couple keeping in mind that this is a position of honor and that
there is no requirement to compete at the District or above levels. The Couple
should not feel that they have to compete in any way rather they should be
allowed to set their own pace based on their own schedule and financial
obligations.

ITEM 10: Ride for Kids
The Chapter will raise money for Ride for Kids that supports the Pediatric Brain
Tumor Foundation. Tammi Horn has agreed to co-chair this fund raising effort
within NC-X. Bob will ask for an additional volunteer from the Chapter at the
next meeting. The plan is to collect funds at WalMart and Target during Feb,

March, and April. Members who collect funds will have their registration fee
for the ride taken from the money raised. The ride for kids is the first Sunday in
May.

ITEM 11. Charity Support
The Chapter will donate food stuffs to the Tri-Area Ministries in Wake Forest.
Bob asked that people bring canned/boxed non-perishable goods to the
gatherings each month. He will ask folks to drop off their donations at his home
because he will not have sufficient room on his bike. We will also put a
collection can out at each gathering in case people want to donate cash instead.

The Chapter will participate in the NC District charity ride on 6 December to the
Murdock Center. Members should bring un-wrapped gifts. Type of gifts are
listed on the District website and range from stuffed toys to personal care items
and supplies for arts/craft projects.

ITEM 12: Chapter Fund Raiser
It was agreed that NC-X will host a spaghetti/bingo event to raise money for the
Chapter. During the event we will also have an auction of baked goods and
perhaps other things. It was determined that the race track would take up too
much time. The money raised supports chapter operations and can also be used
for charity donations. Dorothy will attempt to book a hall in Wake Forest for
the day of 21 February 2009 for this purpose.

ITEM 13: Ride Schedule for 2009
The chapter will publish a ride schedule. The schedule will include chapter visits
to other chapter meetings/events; after meeting rides; third Saturday rides;
rallies, and some weekend rides. The ACD will send out a questionnaire to the

membership asking for their suggestion for rides. Upon receipt of the member
input, Rosy as Ride Coordinator will establish a committee of three members to
review the suggestions and develop a ride schedule for the chapter. The ride
schedule will be published on the web site and in the newsletter. We agreed
that we will begin each ride from the Sheetz gas station at Holden Road and Rt.
1.

ITEM 14: Other Chapter Activities
The CD suggested that the NC-X contribution to the District Rally, Wings over
the Smokies should be running our race car track. He will suggest this to the
District Director as our primary way to contribute to this District Rally. NC-X will
transport and operate the race track (perhaps 2 races on Friday, and 2 races on
Saturday). Proceeds from the event go to the District. He will suggest that on
the registration form for WOS, the District Director include a place where
attendees can purchase race cars in advance for $5. The District will purchase
the cars based largely on pre-registrations (with some additional for day pass
attendees) and each attendee will get a special ticket in their registration
packet.

ITEM 15: Other Business
NC-X sunshine person will send birthday, anniversary, get well and sympathy
cards to NC-X members only. Sympathy cards will be sent in the event of the
death of an immediate family member of one of the NC-X members. The CD
will forward all notifications from the District about GWRRA member
illnesses/deaths to the full chapter mailing list. That way, individual members
can know about what is going on with regard to the larger GWRRA family and
send individual cards/emails as they choose.

Ice Cream Social – It was suggested that the Chapter have a weekly ice cream
night at “a la mode” in Wake Forest. Tuesday at 7:30 was suggested.

Chapter Bowling – It was suggested that during the winter the Chapter go

bowling one night a month as a way of getting together with members during
the non-riding season. Rosy and Bob will look into what kind of arrangements
can be made with a local bowling alley.

Chapter Flag for motorcycles: Now that we have a chapter
patch, it was suggested that we also obtain some chapter flags
that people can fly from their motorcycle antenna. Dorothy
will check out the cost of producing the flags.

Ride to Magnolia Glen Retirement Home – on Sunday 9
November the chapter will ride to honor WW II veterans at the
Magnolia Glen Retirement Home. Details will be sent out to
the Chapter.

Holiday Parade – We agreed to try to get a spot in the Wake
Forest holiday parade but found that they had already closed
registration for this year. Instead, NC-X will ride in the
Rolesville Parade on 2 December. Details to be sent out to the
Chapter.

Chapter Garage Meetings – We will schedule three garage
meetings in the spring. These meetings provide time for folks
to get their bikes ready for riding season, learn repair tricks
from other members, and get help with repairs to
motorcycles. They are also an opportunity for the entire
chapter to get together at a member’s house and share some
fun, food, and laughs. Details will be published. We need
three members to volunteer their garages for these meetings.
The rule is the Chapter pays for the hamburgers and hot dogs,
the members provide the sides, drinks, plates, napkins, etc.

NOTE:

Attendees at the Staff meeting were:
Bob and Dorothy Richards
Rich and Jenny Fix
Fred and Judy Haynes
JC Haynes
Paul and Linda Trahan
Debbie Hankish
Rosy and Sandie Rosenthal
Mary Ann Darrell Clemans

Summary of Discussion and Actions Taken at the NC-X Staff Meeting January 8, 2011
The following members of NC-X attended the staff meeting:
Chapter Director, Bob (Goose) Richards
Dorothy Richards, Newsletter Editor
Denny Marlette, Treasurer
Mike Humphries, Rider Educator
Fred Haynes, Ride Coordinator
Rick Yost, Ride Coordinator
Bob Hunter and Tammy Holt, Chapter Couple
Judy Hilliard, Sunshine Lady

Jean Scaraglino, Photographer
Judy Haynes
Frank Scaraglino
Anita Savage
Tammi Horn
Johnny Hilliard
Eric Patten
Denise Patten
Barbie Yost
The following summarizes the discussion per topic and, when appropriate, identifies those
specific actions that were taken and items that require further definition and refinement.
Status/Health of Chapter NC-X: As a relatively new chapter, the Wake Forest Wings has
had a steady increase in active memberships; we have participated in a number of
community related activities (holiday parades; food bank contributions; Ride for Kids)

and weather permitting lots of fun rides as a Chapter. We are optimistic that during
2011 the chapter will continue to grow in active member participation.
Financial Report: Denny Marlette the new Chapter Treasurer reported that the turnover
of responsibilities from Fred Haynes to him as the new treasurer has gone well. There
is a sufficient balance in the chapter account to conduct chapter business. Denny has
also assumed responsibility for “goodie” sales (i.e. pins and patches) and will make
certain that he has a sufficient stock on hand.
Chapter Newsletter: The Newsletter will be available by the 15th of each month on the
Chapter Website. Articles should be sent to Dorothy (bndrichards@nc.rr.com) by the
12th of each month. We would welcome additional commercial advertisers so if
anyone wants to place a business ad or solicit an ad from a neighbor or friend they are
encouraged to do so. Check the final page of the last newsletter for yearly rates. The
format of the newsletter may change over time and at this point it has not been
decided what software we will use to publish the newsletter. Specific Action: Bob
look into specific software issue.

Rider Education: One of the reasons for the GWRRA association is to foster safe riding
through education of motorcyclists and the general public. During 2011, NC-X will
increase its focus on rider education with an initial goal of having every member of
NC-X at least a level I participant in the GWRRA rider safety program. Mike
Humphries will have a rider education talk for each gathering, increase the focus on
training, and continue to investigate the schedules for advanced rider courses at local
community colleges, etc. Mike will also be coordinating garage days, parking lot
practice, and the Road Captain’s Course for our chapter members. As Mike becomes
more familiar with the GWRRA database of member rider education information he
will be able to help chapter members know their individual status on when they are
due for refresher training in first aid/CPR, etc.
Webmaster: Rick Yost reported that the number of visits to the Chapter web page had
increased, especially folks looking at our chapter photographs from our many fun
activities. Rick requested that the chapter fund some personal identification privacy
for his personal information so that it will not be available across the internet. The
cost of this privacy is $9.99 per year. The Chapter Director agreed to pay this fee.
Sunshine Lady: Judy Hilliard said she was thinking about ways to help increase member

participation in chapter activities. She suggested that the chapter may wish to have a
yard sale (at Judy’s house) with the proceeds to go to the chapter. She also thought it
would be fun to increase the social interaction among chapter members when we are
not riding to include activities such as a Bingo night, chili dinner, etc. As these ideas
are developed specific information will be available to all. Specific action: Judy
Hilliard will plan the yard sale and work with a team of NC-X members to make it
happen.
Photographer: Jean Scaraglino indicated that she saw her position as one that promoted
the chapter through pictures of members engaged in fun activities. She has worked
with Rick, the webmaster, to get lots of pictures on the website. Jean questioned
whether or not it is necessary to have members sign a photo release stating their
willingness to have their pictures on the internet. She said she would check on this
further to see if required or not.
Chapter Couple: Bob Hunter and Tammy Holt said they were happy to be chapter couple.
They wanted to visit as many chapters in the eastern NC district as possible this year.
The other staff members said they would go with them on these visits. Our Chapter
Couple will be at the upcoming District Operations Meeting in January, will sell the
50/50 tickets at our gatherings, and will look into a Valentine’s dinner for the chapter.
Specific Action: Bob and Tammy plan the Valentine’s dinner.
Ride Coordinators: Fred and Rick briefly discussed the process they will use to plan rides
as follows: Anyone in the chapter who has an idea for a ride should contact Fred
and/or Rick and give them the location of the ride. Fred and Rick will then plan a
route and determine date and time of the ride. In addition to informal rides Fred has
been doing some planning for specific rides during 2011. In the spring, he hopes to
have a ride to Solomon’s Island Maryland. This ride would be a two day ride (SatSun). During the summer, Fred is planning a Mountain Adventure ride through NC
and Tenn. This ride would be approximately 5-7 days. In September there will be a
chapter ride to Wings Over-the- Smokies and in November 2011, Fred hopes to have a
Ride to NC Coast for 2/3 days. The Chapter will continue to plan a ride following each
monthly gathering, at least the 3rd Saturday of each month, and encourage members
to use the Spur of the Moment rides scheduler.
Wrap UP NC-X Chapter Focus for 2011
During 2011, NC-X will increase the number of chapter rides and work to encourage more
members to participate. There will be a ride planned following each monthly
gathering and for the 3rd Saturday of each month, in addition to longer rides. Sign-up

sheets will be used so that the ride coordinators can contact people prior to the ride
to remind them that they said they would participate.
Bob will ask the membership if they would like to have a dinner get together at a local
restaurant once per month. To maintain variety in the locations for these dinner
events, members suggest where they would like the chapter to have dinner. The
person who suggests a restaurant is responsible for contacting the restaurant to make
certain it can accommodate the number of members attending and if reservations are
accepted making the reservation. The person planning the dinner event will contact
the chapter members to advertise the event and solicit participation.
NC-X will increase its focus on Rider Education during 2011 by increasing the number of
riders at each level, schedule and conduct a parking lot practice and schedule rider
education seminars. The Rider Educator will make certain that the chapter is including
all rider education activities in its monthly report. The Chapter will hold garage
meetings to make certain motorcycles are well maintained and rider education/safety
tips are shared.
NC-X will continue to support the Adopt a Highway program. Also to increase motorist awareness
we will contact at least one High School/Middle School or Civic Association and volunteer to
provide a Motorist Awareness Seminar.
NC-X members will continue to support the NC District at Wings Over the Smokies and continue to
support the District Gifts on Cycles at O’Berry Center by bringing gifts purchased by individual
members.
The Chapter will continue to volunteer to ride in the Roseville Holiday Parade and the Wendell Fall
Festival Parade and investigate whether or not there is a local children’s home that we could
visit and give the kids rides on the motorcycles and spend some time with children who
wouldn’t have had the opportunity to ride on a motorcycle or talk to a “biker”.

Chapter NC-X will support other charitable events through active participation of NC-X
members (e.g. members will volunteer to help out at registration and/or participate in
the Ride for Kids). Members will support MS bicycle rides providing motorcycle
support during these events.
The Chapter will not raise funds for charities and NC-X members will not solicit funds at its
gatherings for charitable causes.

SECTION 5
NC-X SUPPORT TO CHARITABLE CAUSES

NC-X Support to Charitable Causes

Because many of the founding members of the Wake Forest Wings
had supported the Pediatric Brain Tumor Foundation in other States,
we decided to support this cause in our Chapter. We raised funds
through collections at a local WalMart parking lot, raffled off different
items at our Gatherings, and contributed personal funds to ride in the
Annual Triangle Ride for Kids. In addition a number of our members
volunteered to work registration and parking lot duty on the day of
the event. Some of our members took some of the stars on their
motorcycles during the ride.

Initially, our chapter was assigned to the Central region of North
Carolina so we supported the annual Christmas event at the Murdock
Center. When we were reassigned as a chapter to the Eastern Region,
we supported the O’Berry Center Gifts on Cycles. Our contributions
to these centers were gifts that we bought as individuals since we did
not have a separate fund raising effort for this purpose. In December
2011 however, Chapter NC-X delivered a check to the O’Berry Center
for $9/////. These funds were raised at Wings Over the Smokies
during the Mascot Competition. Our mascot, Xavier Cruzin took first
prize and our chapter got all of the funds raised in the voting to
donate to the O’Berry Center.

We have donated fresh home cooked meals to a shelter for battered
women in Raleigh.

Periodically, the Wake Forest Wings members donate non-perishable food and
other items such as paper products, diapers, and soap to the Tri Area Ministry
Food Bank in Wake Forest.

Members of NC-X paid a visit to the Magnolia Glen Assisted Living Facility in
Raleigh to celebrate Veterans Day. We put on a parade for the residents and
even took some residents for short rides around the facility parking lot. The
residents loved it and so did we.

In 2011 and 2012 members of the Wake Forest Wings sewed teddy bears for the
children who attend the Victory Junction camp in NC. In 2011 we made 30
bears. In 2012 we made 50 bears. We gather on Super Bowl Sunday to stuff the
bears and get them finished with bows for the kids. The completed bears are
then presented to Gail Simpson, District Staff for Victory Junction.

Members of NC-X have provided motorcycle support and ham radio support to
bicycle rides to raise funds to find a cure for Multiple Sclerosis. Our Chapter
supports three MS rides per year. Our current Web Master, Rick Yost created
the Motorcycle Support Vehicle Standard Operating Procedures used in these
rides in Durham as well as other MS rides across the country. A copy of this SOP
is available on our website.

At our internal Staff meeting in 2010, we decided that we would no

longer raise funds for any charitable cause. We made this decision
because it appeared to us that too much emphasis was being placed
on raising funds for charitable causes in GWRRA rather on its primary
focus, Rider Education. As individuals, our members continue to
support Ride for Kids and the O’Berry Center.

NC-X ALSO PARTNERED WITH AUTOBELL CAR WASH
TO RAISE FUNDS FOR THE PEDIATRIC BRAIN TUMOR FOUNDATION

I'm writing to let you know that our motorcycle group, the GWRRA
Wake Forest Wings, is again this year raising funds to support the
Pediatric Brain Tumor Foundation which is a 501(c)(3) charitable nonprofit organization trying to find the cause and cure for childhood
brain tumors by supporting medical research. Locally Duke University
Hospital has been involved in this research for more than 10 years.
GWRRA along with other motorcycle chapters raised over $110,000
last year at our annual Triangle Ride For Kids event with over 700
motorcycles particpating.
Many of you supported our fund-raising efforts last year by coming to
Pizza Hut to eat which was greatly appreciated. This year we are
combining our efforts with AutoBell Car Wash. I have AutoBell Car
Wash coupons which can be purchased for the exact same amount as
AutoBell's Full Service Car Wash of $13.95. You then take the coupon
to any AutoBell location and redeem it for a Full Service Car Wash.
There is no time period in which you have to use the coupon. All
proceeds from this fund-raiser go to the Pediatric Brain Tumor
Foundation.
With all the sand/salt brine on the roads I'm sure that there are a lot
of cars in need of a car wash.
(SIGNED Bob Richards NC-X Chapter Director)

On Superbowl Sunday our members gather to stuff and Sew bears for Victory
Junction, a camp for children who have chronic illnesses. Everyone pitches in to
get the job done before the Superbowl game begins.

ALL THE BEARS ARE FINISHED
PROVING THE OLD SAYING
“MANY HANDS THE WORK
MAKES LIGHT”. NOW WE
CAN RELAX, ENJOY THE
SUPERBOWL GAME AND EAT
OF COURSE.

As an activity to support motorist awareness
and to build good relationships with our
neighbors in Wake Forest, Chapter NC-X has
adopted two miles of highway and maintains it
through periodic roadside clean ups for the
Department of Transportation. We maintain 2
miles of Purnell road. Here is the gang getting
ready to begin cleanup.

FUND RAISING
HOW WE FUND OUR ACTIVITIES

CHAPTER FUND RAISER

Initially we thought we would have to hold an annual fund raiser to
support the various activities of the Chapter and various charities as
do other chapters in North Carolina.

We held our first and so far only fun raiser on March 7, 2009.
(The flyer for the event is on the next page).

We ran our race track game and several other games and served
about 200 people a home cooked spaghetti and meatball lunch with
salad, rolls, cake and soft drinks. It was successful, people had a lot of
fun, and we ended up with enough food to feed an army.

Thank heavens, we found a women’s shelter in Raleigh that was more
than happy to accept all of the leftover food.

Since then, we have focused on rider education, riding together for
fun, and not raising funds. We support those things that the Chapter
must pay for through our monthly 50/50 drawings.

SECTION 6

OH WHAT FUN WE HAVE HAD

Our Chapter goal has been to schedule a ride following our monthly gathering and then the
third Saturday of each month, weather permitting. We also planned longer rides such as to
Wing Ding or to attend events sponsored by other chapters in North Carolina, Wings Over the
Smokies, and events sponsored by other GWRRA Districts.
Sometimes our rides were just in the local Wake Forest/Raleigh area where we would have
no specific destination other than to enjoy the local scenery.
Among our rides were: Rides to Lake Gaston and Kerr Lake which are both very scenic. One
time when we rode to Kerr Lake, Mike Humphries, a member of our Chapter took us on a
private tour of the Dam at Kerr Lake. We rode to the Peaks of Otter on the Blue Ridge
Parkway along with several members of Chapter NC-F2 in Garner, we attended a Mud Cats
baseball game; visited Seagrove Pottery and ate at the Jugtown Care. We Rode to Southport
on the NC Coast and rode the ferry. We attended the Lebanese Festival at the NC State
Fairgrounds in Raleigh. We rode to the Watersview Restaurant in Littleton, NC for lunch and
to Aunt Millies for Ice Cream. We participated in the Wendell Harvest Festival and the
Christmas Parade in Rolesville. We attended Special Olympics basketball tournaments. We
attended Wings Over the Smokies, Rally in the Valley, Wing Ding, and the Region N Rally. We
participated in the New Jersey District Rally and the Maryland District Rally known as Winter
Thing.
We have included pictures taken at many of the events we enjoyed in this scrapbook. We
have many more photos available at our website and encourage all to take a look at those to
get a more full view of what we have been doing for fun. www.wakeforestwings.org

In August 2008, Bob (Goose) and Dorothy Richards attended the New Jersey State
Convention. The Theme was movie stars in their famous roles. Bob and Dorothy dressed as
Antony and Cleopatra (Richard Burton and Liz Taylor). They won first prize for best costumes

LEADERSHIP TRAINING

In addition to being our Chapter Treasurer, Fred Haynes became the Assistant
District Trainer for the District of NC. Since Bob and Dorothy Richards were
senior GWRRA leadership trainers he asked them to assist him in teaching some
leadership courses to members of GWRRA. As usual we had a ball. We
subscribe to the position that training should be fun so we appeared in a
number of costumes just liven things up. Members of our training group
appeared as stars from Gilligan’s Island, Antony and Cleopatra, a geisha girl and
summo wrestler, Austin Powers and the Fembot to mention a few. Below is a
picture of Bob (Goose) dressed as a fembot from one of the Austin Powers
movies. A significant number of the members of NC-X participated in various
leadership training courses as well as the Officer Certification Program. We
continue to encourage our members to take these classes as a way to increase
their knowledge of GWRRA, meet new friends, and just refresh themselves
through leadership training. Three of our members have taught the Officer
Certification Program and the Horizons program to GWRRA members here in NC
as well as Maryland.

As our first Chapter Couple, Denny and Sue Marlette hosted our first Sweetheart
Dinner . Left to right: Denny, Sue, Rosy Rosenthal, Sandie Rosenthal, Bob &
Dorothy Richards, Fred & Judy Haynes, Jan & Mike Huphries, Rick & Barbie Yost,
and Bob Hunt & Tammi Holt

Rick Yost bought himself a Goldwing. Several Chapter Members rode
to the South Carolina Border to meet him and escort him home. (Bob,
Dorothy Richards, Denny Marlette, Rick Yost, Bob Hunter, Judy and
Fred Haynes.)

Members of NC-X Wake Forest Wings and the Durham Chapter visit Magnolia
Glen Nursing Home in Raleigh to Celebrate Veterans Day 2008

Setting Up to Collect Funds for Ride for Kids outside of the Wake Forest Wall Mart.

Russ Dunst and Paul Trahan registering riders at the Annual Triangle Ride for Kids event.

Members of Chapter NC-X attended Americade in Lake George, New York along
with some friends from Maryland. Pictured left to right are: Ron Willingham, Rosy
& Sandie Rosenthal, Alan & Gwen Willingham, Dorothy & Bob Richards, Fred &
Judy Haynes, Zoe & Deb Hankish)

Zoe & Sandie share a chair in Lake George , New York

Eric & Denise Patten work registration at Triangle Ride for Kids

Jan Humphries and Bobbi Cavender, both of NC-X, share a hug while having lunch on the way
to Americade in Lake George, New York (2009)

Mike Humphries and Randy Cavender share lunch on their way to Americade in Lake George,
New York, 2009

Getting ready to leave Maryland for Lake George, New York

Taking a Ferry Ride with the Wing while in New York

Barbie & Rick Yost working the Triangle Ride For Kids Event

Judy Haynes, Jan Humphries, Judy Hilliard waiting for that touchdown so they can jump up
and cheer for their Super Bowl Team.

Rally in the Valley, Virginia District Convention. Even K-Wally attended that event.

Getting ready to board a cruise boat for dinner while in Lake George, New York. (Left to right:
Fernando Balesteros, Sandie & Rosy Rosenthal, Dorothy & Bob Richards, Penny & Shelley
Crowell)

NC-X Members and friends on the Ferry Ride in New York

Raising Funds for the Ride for Kids with help from Pizza Hut
(Bob & Dorothy Richards)

Bob Maher, Jan Humphries, Robin Maher keeping Fred Haynes awake (Mike Humphries watches)
We had a busy day at Wings Over the Smokes 2011

Rick Yost practices the Xavier the Mascot song
While Barbie Yost and Jan Humphries watch.
Wings Over the Smokies, 2011

Members of NC-X and the Durham Chapter H-2 attended Balloon Festival in Statesville, NC

Craig & Samara Merrill, Larry & Blanche Dean, and Bob & Dorothy Richards visited Love
Valley following the Balloon Festival in Statesville, NC

Just a regular ride with chapter members and friends (Larry Lewis, Kathy Keegan, David
Knight, Lee Lewis, Rich Fix, Denny Marlette, Rosy Rosenthal, Sandie Rosenthal, Dorothy
Richards, Bob Richards , and friends from Chapter NC-F2

Eric Patten dressed as a knight returning from
the crusades - Maryland District Rally

Fred Haynes dressed as a knight with Dorothy
Richards as the Court Jester (Maryland District
Rally Winterthing

In 2009 we attended the Maryland District Rally dressed as belly dancers and sultans. (Jan
Humphries, Judy Haynes, Mike Humphries, Dorothy Richards, Bob Richards)

Bob and Dorothy Richards ham it up at the Maryland District Rally dressed as Austin Powers
and the Fembot

While we have a great deal of fun, we do have
our serious moments
Members of NC-X took the Road Captains Course
Wayne Grant was the instructor

Sandie Rosenthal, John Murphy, Fred Haynes, Judy Haynes, Denise & Eric Patten stop for ice
cream

The Wake Forest Wings
Ran its match box car race track at
Wings Over the Smokies
Bob Hunter (left) made up this sign in led’s
Bob Richards on right

The Wake Forest Wings at the Maryland District Rally
We performed a skit about a Japanese Love Story
(from left to right: Deb Hankish, Rich Fix, Mike Humphries
Fred Haynes, Judy Hanes, Jan Humphries, Jenny Fix, and Dorothy Richards . Bob Richards
appears on the next page

BOB RICHARDS DRESSED AS A SUMMO WRESTLER

This is a replica of the Honda Motorcycle plant in Japan that members of the Wake Forest
Wings built to display at the Maryland District Rally as part of our Japan theme

THE CHAPTER HOLIDAY PARTY IS ALWAYS A BIG
EVENT. MEMBERS PROVIDE THEIR SPECIAL
DISHES AND THE CHAPTER PICKS UP THE TAB
FOR THE MAIN ENTRE. USUALLY WE HAVE
ROAST TURKEY AND BAKED HAM AND ALL THE
FIXENS. IN 2011 WE HAD CHICKEN CORDEN
BLEU AND BAKED HAM. THERE IS NEVER A
SHORTAGE OF DELICIOUS FOOD AND ALWAYS
LOTS OF GOOD FUN. THE FOLLOWING PAGES
CONTAIN SOME PHOTOS OF OUR HOLIDAY
PARTY. THESE PICTURES REPRESENT ONLY A
FEW OF THE PICTURES TAKEN DURING OUR
HOLIDAY PARTIES. LOOK AT OUR WEBSITE FOR
MANY MORE.

